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The equations-of-motion method is discussed as an approach to calculating excitation energies and transi
tion moments directly. The proposed solution [T. Shibuya and V. McKoy, Phys. Rev. A 2, 2208 (1970)) of 
these equations is extended in two ways. First we include the proper renormalization of the equations with 
respect to the ground state particle-hole densities. We then show how to include the effects of two-particle
hole components in excited states which are primarily single-particle-hole states. This is seen to be equivalent 
to a single-particle-hole theory with a normalized interaction. Applications to various diatomic and poly
atomic molecules indicate that the theory can predict excitation energies and transition moments accurately 
and economically. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The conventional approach to predicting the excita
tion energy of an excited state of a molecule would be 
to solve Schrodinger's equation separately for the 
energies and wavefunctions of the ground and excited 
state. In this way one calculates the total energies and 
absolute wavefunctions of two states in order to cal
culate the excitation energy. In spectroscopy the 
quantities of direct physical interest in a transition are 
excitation frequency and oscillator strength and not 
really the total energies and wavefunctions of the 
states. On the other hand the equations-of-motion 
method1 attempts to calculate the excitation frequency 
of a transition directly. Observables such as the excita
tion energy of an excited state and its transition matrix 
elements involve not so much the total wavefunc
tions as certain relationships between them. Accord
ingly in the equations-of-motion method one cal
culates excitation operators rather than wavefunctions. 
An excitation operator, oA+, relates one state I t..) to 
the ground state I 0) through a set of amplitudes. These 
amplitudes and an excitation frequency are the solution 
of the equations of motion. In summary, the philosophy 
of this approach is to shift emphasis away from absolute 
quantities such as total energies and to concentrate on 
the relative quantities, e.g., excitation energies directly 
accessible to measurement.1 

The main objective of the equations-of-motion 
method is to obtain excitation energies of excited states 
relative to a correlated ground state directly. Thus the 
excitations are out of a correlated ground state. This 
provides some definite advantages over an approxima
tion in which the excited statewavefunction is correlated 
but the Hartree--Fock (HF) wavefunction is used for 

Reiche--Kuhn theorem.2 This is very useful if one is 
looking at various electric dipole transitions of a mole
cule since the predicted intensities would be distributed 
in a way consistent with the sum rule. Finally, Harris3 

has shown that in the time-dependent HF approxima
tion, which is just the lowest order solution to the 
equations of motion with an implied correlated ground 
state, the different expressions for the oscillator 
strengths are equivalent with one another.lf the dipole 
velocity and length forms of the oscillator strength 
disagree with each other in a basis set calculation, the 
difficulty is in the finite basis set. This result can be 
very useful in practical applications. Harris3 also shows 
that in this approximation the two expressions for the 
rotational strength are also equivalent. There is no 
origin dependence and the rotational strength sum rule 
holds. These properties are necessary for a theory to 
have wide applicability in spectroscopy. 

Recently we proposed a solution of the equations of 
motion which should be practical and accurate enough 
for describing the electronically excited states of 
molecules.4 We started from Rowe's variational form 
of the equations of motion1 which states that the 
operator Ox+ for creating an excited state It..) from the 
ground state is exactly a solution of the equation 

( 1) 

where wx is the excitation energy (Ex-Eo) and the 
double commutator is defined by 

2[A, H, B]= [A, [H, B]]+[[A, H], B]. (2) 

The operator Ox+ contains a set of amplitudes deter
mining the relative importance of various particle--hole 
excitations in generating the state It..) out of I 0), i.e., the ground state. With a correlated ground state, 

potential energy curves should dissociate to the 
correct dissociation limits. Moreover the results in this 
approximation satisfy the energy-weighted sum rule 
which for electric dipole transitions is the Thomas- We 

(3) 

obtain these amplitudes and the excitation fre-
500 
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quency W). from the solution of Eq. (1). One must 
assume some approximate ground state I q,) to evaluate 
the expectation values of the commutators in Eq. (1). 
However, the commutators will be of lower particle 
rank than the operators themselves and hence their 
expectation values should depend on relatively simple 
properties of the ground state. For example, the 
operator a;+amHan+a, is of a particle rank two greater 
than the operator [a;+am, H, an+ai]. This is a particular 
merit of the equations-of-motion method. If one 
evaluates Eq. (1) using the HF wavefunction as the 
approximate ground state and o).+ with single-particle
hole creation and destruction operators, the resulting 
equations are those of the random phase approximation 
(RPA). For some cases this approximation leads to 
instabilities in Eq. (1).5 In Ref. 4 we proposed a higher 
order solution to Eq. (1) in which, with the same o).+ 
as in the RPA, the expectation values of the commuta
tors were explicitly expanded in powers of the correla
tion coefficients of the ground state. These equations 
referred to as the higher RPN gave encouraging results 
for the N~V and N~T transitions of ethylene.7 

In this paper we improve the theory of Ref. 4 in two 
respects. First we include the proper renormalization of 
the equations due to the particle-hole densities of the 
ground state. The resulting equations now contain re
normalized matrix elements and amplitudes but have the 
same matrix form. Second, we discuss ways of estimating 
the effect of two-particle-hole states on the excitation 
energy of an excited state. Generally the most important 
components of an excited state are the singly excited 
configurations, i.e., single-particle-hole pairs. In the 
complete expansion of the excitation operator o).+ these 
would have the largest amplitudes. However, for some 
states doubly excited configurations (relative to the 
ground state) can affect the excitation energy by a few 
electron volts. We also illustrate how the theory in
cluding two-particle-hole states is equivalent to the 
single-particle-hole theory with a renormalized inter
action.8·9 

TI. A SUMMARY OF VARIOUS APPROXIMATIONS 

In Eq. (1) one must specify which type of excitations 
are to be included in the excitation operator o).+ and 
which approximate ground state wavefunction will be 
used to evaluate the expectation values of the com
mutators. For atomic and molecular systems singly 
excited configurations are the most important in low
lying excited states and hence OA+ contains only single
particle-hole operators (1p--1h). If we completely 
accept the Hartree-Fock approximation for the ground 
state then Q).+ is, in Second quantized form/0 

o+(XSM) = L Ym-y(XS)Cm-y+(SM), (4) 
m-y 

where y m'Y is the amplitude for the m'Y particle-hole 

pair and Cm-y+(SM) are spin-adapted creation operators 
defined by 

Cm-y+(OO) = (1/\"2) (cma+C-ya+cmt/C-yfl), (Sa) 

Cm-y+(1M) = -Cma+C-y(l, M=+1 

M=O 

M=-1. 

= ( 1/\11) ( Cma +c-ya- Cm(J+C-y(l), 

(Sb) 

m specifies a particle state and 'Y a hole state, while a 
and (3 are the usual spin functions. The operators Cia+ 
and c;a are creation and annihilation operators for 
spin-orbital ia. Note that Cm-y+(SM) creates a state 
with spin symmetry SM when it acts on a singlet state. 

With o+(XSM) of Eq. (4) and an HF state, the 
excitation energy of state I X) relative to the HF energy 
of the ground state is given by 

A0 (S) Y(XS) =w(XS) Y(XS), (6) 

where 

Am-y,n&0(S) = (HF I[Cm'Y(SM), H, Cna+(SM) Jl HF) 

=OmnO'Ya(em-e-y)- V m&n-y+os,o(2V ma-rn). (7) 

In Eq. (7) e; is the HF orbital eigenvalue and 

V;;kz= (i(1)j(2) ICr12)-1 I k(1)l(2) ). (8) 

Equation ( 6) is the usual expression for the energy 
from single-excitation configuration interaction ( CI). 
In the literature of many-body physics this equation is 
referred to as the Tamm-Dancoff approximation 
(TDA).U 

In the next approximation one simply recognizes that 
the HF wavefunction is not the true ground state and 
hence the excitation operators must include 1p-1h 
destruction Cm-y, as well as creation, Cm-y+, operators. 
Thus 

where 

If one substitutes Eq. (9) into the equation of motion 
and uses the HF wavefunction to evaluate the expecta
tion values in this equation, the random phase approxi
mation is obtained,l2 

B
0
(S) ][Y(XS)J [Y(XS)J 

=w(XS) , 
-A0*(S) Z(XS) Z(XS) 

(11) 
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where the elements of A0 are defined in Eq. (7) and 

Bm-r.n4°(5) =- (HF I[Cm7 (5M), H, Cn4(SM) Jl HF) 

=-(-1) 8 Vmn6'Y+os.o(2Vmn'Y4). (12) 

Since I 0) is the lowest state of the Hamiltonian, one 
should require 

Ox I 0)=0 all A. (13) 

But in deriving the equations of the RPA, Eq. (11), we 
use the HF wavefunction to evaluate the expectation 
values of Eq. (1). The HF wavefunction does not 
satisfy Eq. (13) with the Ox+ of Eq. (9). It is well 
known that such inconsistency may be acceptable 
because the equations of motion are comparatively 
insensitive to the approximate ground state used to set 
them up.1 It is for this reason that one does not have to 
be very concerned about the rigorous requirement that 
the I 0) used to set up the equations of motion should 
also satisfy Eq. ( 13). This also applies to the higher 
order approximations we will derive below. One should, 
of course, check the consistency of this assumption. It is 
obvious that this assumption is weakest7 for atomic and 
molecular calculations using minimum basis sets but 
improves in large basis set calculations with the 
increasing density of particle--hole pairs. The approxi
mation should also be good for large numbers of 
particles. 

To remove this inconsistency of the RPA we could 
use a correlated ground state wavefunction to set up 
the equations of motion. This leads to our next ap
proximation.4 The expectation values of Eq. (1) will 
now explicitly depend on the correlation coefficients. 
Exactly how these coefficients are determined is not 
very crucial. To a good approximation we can write 
the ground state wavefunction for a closed shell system 
as 

I o)~No(l+U+· .. ) I HF), 

where No is the normalization constant and 

U= L [Kmy,n6Cma+Cnp+c~pCya+HKmy,n4-Km6,ny) 
mn,y6 

(14) 

X t ( Cma +cna +c6aCya+Cmp+cnli+c6pCy!i) ]. ( 15) 

To set up a self-consistent theory we can require that 
the IO)ofEq. (14) satisfyEq. (13),whichgives 

Zm'Y(A5)~ I; Cmy,n4*(5) Yn~(A5), (16) 
n6 

where 

We can solve these equations and the equations of 
motion iteratively. With the wavefunction of Eq. (14) 
and omitting all terms quadratic and higher in the 

correlation coefficients, Eq. (1) becomes4 

[ 

A(5) 

-B*(5) 

B(5) ][Y(t-5)] [Y(t-5)] 
=w(/-5) , 

-A*(5) Z(t-5) Z(t-5) 

where the matrix elements of A and B are 

Amy,n6(5) = Amy,n6°(5) +o76Tmn-OmnTy~, 

Bmy,n6(5) = Bmy,n8°(5) + ( -1) 8 5my,n6+ Xmy,n6(5), 

and 

qp.• 

pq> 

JA• pq 

(18) 

(19) 

-I; [Vmjlp6Cpy,n11 (5) + VnmCp6,mjl(5) ]. (20) 
PI' 

In Eq. (20) m, n, p, q, refer to particle states, and 
')', o, iJ., v to hole states. Equations (16) and (18) are the 
higher RPA.4 For practical purposes one need not 
necessarily solve these equations self-consistently but 
could simply estimate the correlation coefficients by 
perturbation theory and substitute these into Eq. (20). 
Usually iteration does not change the excitation fre
quency by more than a few percent. This is expected 
since the equations are designed to be as insensitive as 
possible to the approximations made for the ground 
state. For molecular calculations with small basis sets 
the terms linear in the correlation coefficients in Eq. 
(20) are quite important.7 Extensive calculations on the 
excited states of N2 and CO also illustrate this.U 

III. RENORMALIZATION OF THE EQUATIONS 

We now show that we can obtain a more consistent 
set of equations than Eqs. (18)-(20) by including 
second-order density terms in the matrix elements 
Amy,n~(5). With these additional terms we can write 
the equations exactly as in Eq. (18) but now with 
renormalized interaction matrix elements and ampli
tudes. 

The most general equation one obtains from Eq. (1) 
with the 1p--1h form of Ox+, Eq. (9), is 

[ 

a(5) 

-CB*(5) 

CB(5) ][Y(t-5)] 

-a*(5) Z(A5) 

=w(f-5)[:00 0 ][Y(t-5)] (21) 
:D* Z(A5) ' 
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where the matrix element of a, CB, and 5) are 

<Xmy,n~(S) = (0 I[Cmy(SM), H, Cn~+(SM) ]I 0), 

CBmy,n~(S) =- (0 I[Cmy(SM), H, Cn~(SM) Jl 0), 

5)my,n~(S) = (0 I[Cmy(SM), Cn~+(SM) Jl 0). (21') 

In deriving the equations of the higher RP A we 
retained all terms linear in the correlation coefficients. 
These include the dominant corrections but it would be 
more complete to include terms in matrix elements, 
Eq. (21'), consistent with a given order in perturbation 
theory, e.g., VC and (e;-Ej)C2 are of the same order 
where V is an interaction matrix element and C a 
correlation coefficient. To second-order terms we can 
write 

<i,.y,n~(S) =Amy,na0 (S) +oya[T mn-HEm+En- 2ey) Pmn<2>] 

-omn[Tya-t(2Em-ey-ea)pya<2>], 

(22) 

In Eqs. (22) A 0 is given by Eq. (7), B by Eq. (19), 
and T's by Eq. (20). The p<2>'s are quadratic in correla
tion coefficients,4 

Pmn(2)=! L L Cp,.,m/(S)Cpp.,n>*(S), 
PI'' 8=0,1 

pya<2>= -! L L Cp,p.qy1 (S)Cpp.,q&*(S), (23) 
pqp. 8=0,1 

where the C's are defined in Eq. ( 17) and 

Cmy,n~'(S) =Kmy,n6+ ( -1) 8 t(Kmy,na-Km&,ny). (24) 

To derive Eqs. (22) we use the results 

No2~1- (HF I u+u I HF), 

(HF I u+u I HF)=- L Pn(2)= L: Pmm<2>. (25) 
'Y m 

Note that the ground state correlation energy is 

Eoorr= 2 L Tn+2(L: Eypyy<2>+ L EmPmm(2)) 

m 1' m 

which is just E<2> if the correlation coefficients of 
Rayleigh-SchrOdinger perturbation theory are used to 
evaluate the T's and p<2>'s leading to 

Eoorr= L Tyy=- L Tmm• (26') 
1' m 

The correction term of <t in Eq. (22) is typically 
about half of that of A in Eq. (19). We will see, how
ever, that the effect of this change in the elements of a 

on the excitation frequencies is partly compensated for 
by renormalization terms in 5). The over-all effect is 
usually less than 5% for the cases we have studied.13 

To a good approximation we can write 

"' - ~ • (1+ (2)_ (2)) «.~my,n&-UmnUy6 P'Y'Y Pmm • (27) 

With this diagonal form for 5) Eq. (21) becomes 

[ 

a(s) 

-ill*(S) 

ffi(S) J [Y(t..S)J [Y(t..S)J =w(f..S) , 
-a*(S) Z(XS) Z(f..S) 

(28) 

where the elements of a, ill, Y, and z have the re
normalized forms 

G:m,,na(S) = fmy-1<tmy,na(S)fna-I, 

ffim-y,na(S) = fmy-1ffimy,n~(S)Jn&-1 , 

Y my(f..S) = fmyY my(f..S), 

Zm-y(f..S) = fmyZmy(f..S), 

with the renormalization factor 

(28') 

(29) 

A major advantage of the approximate expression 
equation (28) is that the matrices a and (B remain 
symmetrical and the equations have the same form as 
the RPA. 

The orthogonality condition implies that the ampli
tudes satisfy 

or, in terms of Y and Z, 

which again has the same form as in all the other 
approximations. 

IV. COUPLING OF DOUBLE EXCITATIONS 

The low-lying excited states of molecular systems are 
primarily one-electron excitations relative to the 
ground state. These are single-particle-hole ( 1 p-lh) 
states and hence the excitation operator 0>.+, Eq. (9), 
contains just 1 p-1h creation and destruction operators. 
An excited state also contains two- and more-particle
hole components corresponding to two, three, etc., 
electron excitations out of the ground state. The 
amplitudes, Y my,na<2> and Zmy,na<2>, of these components 
of 0>.+, will be much smaller than those of the 1p-1h 
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TABLE I. The 2p-2h creation operators r+m~.n•· 

S=M=O• 

r+m~.n~= (1/Y2') [Cma +cn~++cna+Cm~+Jc~i!C~a=v'2'Cm~+(oo) Cn~+(oo) (m¢n) 

r+m~.m! = (1/Y2')Cma +cm~+[c;~C~a+c~~Coa]= v'2'Cm~ +(oo) Cma+(oo) ( -y¢o) 

(m¢n, -y¢o) 

S= 1, M=Ob 

(m¢n) 

(m¢n, -y¢o) 

=![Cm~+(1Q)Cna+(OO) -Cna+(10)Cm~+(oo) +Cma+(1Q) Cn~+(OO) -Cn~ +(10)Cma+(OO)] 

r+(m~.m1)2 = ( 1/v'J.) Cm.a +em~ +[Cai!C7a-C~i!Cia] ( -y¢o) 

(m¢n, -y¢o) 

(m¢n, -y¢o) 

a The subscripts on the indices for r+ indicate different spin couplings of the four orbitals, m, -y, n, and o; there are two independent 
singlet excited states if m¢n and -y¢o. Formal development of the equations of Sec. IV up to and including (44) does not specify 
these subscripts explicitly, but in fact indices describing 2p-2h excitations must include them. Starting from Eq. ( 45), interaction 
terms in A o<2•2> are ignored. Thus the two singlet spin couplings are degenerate, and since they are also chosen here to be orthogonal 
(diagonalizing the full!Y'<2•2> matrix) they can be combined into a single effective state for the index (m-y, no). 

h These operators diagonalize !Y'<2•2> of Eq. ( 45). The subscripts on the indices (m-y, no) indicate the three possible independent spin 
couplings for the 2p-2h state when m;en and -y;eo. See Footnote a. 

components but their effect on large excitation energies, 
e.g., 8-12 eV, can be significant.13 Their effect on transi
tion moments will be very small. In this section we show 
how these 2p-2h states should be rigorously included in 
the theory. An important conclusion is that the theory 
with both 1p-1h and 2p-2h states can be shown to be 
equivalent to the 1p-1h theory with a renormalized 
interaction.14 Finally we derive a simple and practical 
approximation for including the effects of these double 
excitations. 

To include the effect of double excitations we add 

2p-2h creation and destruction operators, 

I: [Ym')',,..,<2>(XS) r+m')',na(SM) 

to the o~.+ of Eq. (9). Here r+ m')',nl is a 2p-2h creation 
operator and Y<2> and Z<2> are amplitudes to be deter
mined. The explicit expressions for r+ are shown in 
Table I. Substitution of o~.+ containing the terms in 
Eq. (32) into the variational form of the equations of 
motion, Eq. (1) gives 

[ 
a ill J [y] [ a<I,2> ffi(I,2) J [y<2>] {5) 0 J [YJ 

-ill* -a* z + -ffi<I,2>* -a<I.2>* z<2> = o 5)* z , 
(33a) 
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and 

0 ][Y<2>] 
:n<2 .2>* z<2> [ 

~(1,2l* &<1,2l][y]+[ a<2,2l (B(2,2l ][Y<2l]=w[:D<
2
·
2
l 

-CB<1.2l* &<1.2> z -CB<2,2)* -a<2,2l* z<2> 0 
(33b) 

The dimensionality of the equations is determined by the number of 1 p-1h and 2p-2h amplitudes included in the 
summations of Eqs. (9) and (32). In Eqs. (33), the matrix elements of a and CB are given in Eqs. (21'), and the 
elements of a<1•2l, ffi(l.2l, a<2•2l, ffi(2•2l are defined by 

am''Y':m"(,na<1·2>(S) = (0 I[Cm''Y'(SM), H, r+m"(,na(SM) ]I 0), 

CBm''Y';m"(,n8(l,2l(S) =- (0 I[Cm''Y'(SM), H, rm"(,n&(SM) Jl 0), 

am''Y' ,n'8';m"(,na<2·2> (S) = (0 l[r m''Y' ,n•&• (SM), H, r+ m7 ,n&(SM) Jl 0), 

CBm''Y' ,n•&•:m"(,n&<2·2>(S) =- (0 l[r m''Y' ,n•&• (SM), H, r m"(,n&(SM) Jl 0), 

:Dm''Y' ,n'8';m"(,n8<2·2l(S) = (0 l[r m•7 • ,n•a•(SM), r+m"(,na(SM) Jl 0). 

(34a) 

(34b) 

(35a) 

(35b) 

(36) 

In Eqs. (33) we have dropped the state label S for 
convenience. 

We now show how Eqs. (33) containing both 1p-1h 
and 2p-2h amplitudes are equivalent to a 1p-1h theory 
with a renormalized interaction. Hence to include the 
effect of double excitations on excitation energies we 
can renormalize the single excitation theory. It is 
obviously very important to recognize this in inter
preting semiempirical calculations. First, we note that 
the solution of Eq. (33b) for Y<2> and Z<2> involves the 
inverse of the matrix 

[

{ a<2,2l-w:J)(2,2)} 

-(B(2,2)* 
(37a) 

The inverse of the matrix Eq. (37a) has the form 

[ -~· :,.] (37b) 

with the properties 

a=a*; (37c) 

The submatrices a, {3, o have the same dimensions as 
a<2.2l, We can now write 

where a=a<L2l; b=CB<1.2l, With Eq. (38) the second 
term on the left-hand side of Eq. (33a) becomes 

where 

A,= aaa* t bO*o*- ( a{3b* + b/3*a*) ' 

ad= aaa*+ba*lJ*- (a/3o*+bf3*a*), 

~=aao+M*a-(af3a+b/3*1J). (40) 

Equation (33a) now reduces to an eigenvalue problem 
in the 1p-1h amplitudes only: 

[ _:. _:,.][J{: ;.][J. (41) 

with 

~~=a-.6-a, 

'l)=:D. (42) 

Note that a, {3, and o are functions of wand hence so are 
~1, ~2, and tB. In the 1p-1h approximation only the 
matrices a and CB would appear in Eq. ( 41) . The 
inclusion of 2p-2h excitations leads to a renormalized 
interaction implied in Eq. ( 42). 

Since the effects due to 2p-2h components are 
expected to be small we can replace I 0) by I HF) in 
evaluating the matrix elements a<1·2l etc., Eqs. (34)
(36). In this approximation CB0<1•2l and CB0<2·2> vanish and 

o*= (Ao<2.2l*+w1J0<2.2l*)-I, 

{3=0. (43) 
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a These elements should be used in Eq. (46). 
b These elements should be used in Eq. ( 47). 

With Eq. ( 43) Eqs. ( 40) become 

TABLE II. Matrix elements of AOCI,2J. 

(m¢n) 

(m¢n) 

follows that: 

Am'-y' ,n'3';m-y,n3°(2'2) ( S) 

(m¢n, n¢o) 

(44) 

If we further ignore the interaction terms in A 0<2 •2> it 

= (Em+En-E-y-Ea)Dm'-y',n'3';m-y,n3°(2•2>. (45) 

We can make the matrix D0<2•2> diagonal by choosing 
the 2p-2h creation operators r+ of Table I. The matrix 
elements of A0' 1 •2> in this basis are shown in Table II. 
With these elements we have 

A , , oc1.2lA , , ocl,2l* A , , oc1.2>A , , oc1,2l* 
{~(;\0) }m•-y•,n•a•= L m 'Y ;m-y,m-y n 8 ;m-y,m-y + L L m 'Y ;m-y,n')" n 8 ;m-y,n')" 

m-y 2(Em-E-y) -w(;\0) m<n 'Y Em+En-2E-y-w(A0) 

(46) 

for singlet states and 

A oc1.2>A ocl,2l*A oct,2lA oci,2>*+A oc1.2lA oc1,2) 
+ L L m''Y';(m')",n8)1 n'8';(m-y,n8)J m''Y';(m')",M)2 n'8';(m')",M)2 m'-y';(m-y,n8)a n'8';(m')",n8)a ( 47) 

m<n -y<8 Em+En-E-y-E8-w(A1) 
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for triplet states. To obtain the matrix elements of 
~a(AS) one replaces -w(;\S) by +w(;\S) in Eqs. ( 46) 
and ( 47). In this approximation the matrices ~a and 
~a are no longer equal and hence ~~ and ~2 are not the 
same. The matrix equation, Eq. ( 41), will not have the 
symmetry of the original 1p-1h theory, Eq. (21). The 
simplest way around this difficulty is to treat that part 
of the matrix containing the effects of 2p-2h states as a 
perturbation on the 1p-1h theory. We then have for the 
excitation frequency, w, 

w=w<tv-th)_~w, (48) 

with ~w given by perturbation theory 

~w~Y*~Y+Z*~a*Z+bZ+Z*~*Y. (49) 

Y and Z are the amplitudes obtained in the 1p-1h 
approximation and ~' ~b, and ~a are evaluated using 
the corresponding frequency. With the approximation 
equation ( 44), Eq. ( 49) reduces to 

~~Y*~aY+Z*~a*Z. (SO) 

Also Z is much smaller than Y and ~a is also small 
compared to ~ and hence we neglect the second term 
on the right hand side of Eq. (SO) and use the Y 
amplitudes of the TDA. This is just the energy lowering 
of the excited state due to double excitations. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We have discussed the equations-of-motion method 
as an approach to calculating excitation energies and 
transition matrix elements of excited states directly 
as opposed to the conventional approach of obtaining 
the total energies and wavefunctions of the stationary 
states of the total Hamiltonian. We have extended our 
proposed solution of Rowe's variational form of the 
equation of motion1-referred to as a higher random 
phase approximation4__in two ways. First we include 
the proper renormalization of the equations with 
respect to the ground state particle-hole densities. 
These equations now contain renormalized matrix 
elements but have the same matrix form as the RPA. 
We have shown that the corrections to the transition 
energies due to this renormalization are small.13 

We have also shown how to include the effects of two
particle-hole contributions in the excited states. The 

single-particle-hole amplitudes are by far the most 
important in the excitation operator but doubly excited 
configurations can affect the excitation energies by as 
much as 2-3 eV. An important conclusion of this section 
is that the theory with single- and two-particle-hole 
states can be shown to be equivalent to a single 
particle-hole theory with a renormalized interaction. 
Some of these conclusions have been obtained previously 
using either the quasiboson approximations or time
dependent variational methods.t" Our approach on the 
other hand, starts from Rowe's equations,! enabling 
us to derive more general equations, Eq. ( 41). 

We have applied the theory developed in this paper 
and in Ref. 4 extensively to the excited states of nitro
gen, carbon monoxide, ethylene, and benzene. A com
parison of the calculated results for N2 and CO with 
experiment shows that the theory can predict excitation 
energies and transition moments accurately and 
economical! y .13 
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